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Abstract 
Biirgisser, P. and T. Lickteig, Verification complexity of linear prime ideals, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 247-267. 
The topic of this paper is the complexity of algebraic decision trees deciding membership in an 
algebraic subset Xc R”’ where R is a real or algebraically closed field. We define a notion of 
verification complexity of a (real) prime ideal (in a prime cone) which gives a lower bound on 
the decision complexity. We exactly determine the verification complexity of some prime ideals 
of linear type generalizing a result by Winograd (1970). As an application we show uniform 
optimality with respect to the number of multiplications and divisions needed for two 
algorithms: 
For deciding whether a number is a zero of several polynomials- if this number and the 
coefficients of these polynomials are given as input data-evaluation of each polynomial with 
Horner’s rule and then testing the values for zero is optimal. 
For verifying that a vector satisfies a system of linear equations-given the vector and the 
coefficients of the system as input data-the natural algorithm is optimal. 
1. Introduction 
The history of algebraic complexity theory begins with a paper by Ostrowski 
[lo] where he raised the unorthodox question whether Horner’s rule for the 
evaluation of a polynomial Cl=0 a,x’ is optimal. He conjectured that there is no 
general procedure performing this task working with less than d multiplications 
and divisions. Later Pan [ll] succeeded in proving this conjecture. His proof 
technique, the so-called substitution method, has been developed further by 
Winograd [18], Strassen [15] and Hartmann and Schuster (61 who showed that the 
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natural algorithms for various other computational problems are optimal. In 
particular the tasks of evaluating several polynomials f, 
pi: UijXj (i=l,...,n) (1) 
j=o 
given ul(JT. . . , %dr x and of computing of the value of an affine mapping 
(81,.“>&) 
g, = f: ai,x, + a,,, (i= 1 >'.. > n> (2) 
j=l 
given a,,,, . . , and, x,, . . . , xd require both dn multiplications and divisions. 
One can study the computation of these polynomials in rings such as 
Z[a, x], R[a, x] or R(u, x) where R is a field. An important idea going back to 
Ostrowski [lo] and Pan [ll] was to consider computations in algebras such as 
R+ R(u, x) and not to count multiplications by scalars A E R. Then the proce- 
dure is to eliminate in a hypothetical computation a multiplication or division step 
e*f or elf 
by replacing the algebra R-+ R(u, x) by R(f)+ R(a, x). This allows inductive 
lower bound proofs. In this paper we will also use this technique and as a result 
we obtain that the natural algorithms for the computation of the polynomials (1) 
or (2) are also optimal for testing them for zero. 
In more general terms the computational task is to test membership in a 
(semi)algebraic subset XC R’” with algebraic decision trees. These decision trees 
may use operations in RR = RLl{O, 1, +, -, *, /} (A E R stands for the scalar 
multiplication with A) and branch according to the relations in P : = { =} or in 
P:= {=, 5) if (R, 5) IS an ordered field. Let c : fiRLIP+ FV be a (cost) function. 
Adding up costs along each path from the root to a leaf of a decision tree and 
maximizing over all such paths we get the c-cost of the tree. The decision 
complexity C(c, {X, R”\X}) of the partition {X, R”\X) with respect to c is 
defined as the minimum c-cost of a decision tree deciding membership in X. The 
general goal is to find lower bounds on decision complexity or even optimality 
proofs for certain algorithms. 
Let us briefly summarize some known results. For algebraically closed R 
Strassen’s degree bound [17] says 
c(c,, {x, R”\X}) 2 log&g X 
where X is an irreducible algebraic subset and c, counts only multiplications and 
divisions. Assume now R to be real closed. Ben-Or [l] shows 
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C(c,,,, {X, R”\X}) 2 (log,N - mlogJ)llog,6, 
where N is the number of semi-algebraically connected components of X and c,,, 
counts multiplications, divisions and comparisons. This generalizes previous 
results by Dobkin and Lipton [4] and Steele and Yao [14]. In some cases this 
bound can be improved based on a notion of width of a semi-algebraic set (see 
[12]). Yao [19] extends Ben-Or’s bound for discrete input sets. Montana, Pardo 
and Recio [9] replace N by intersection numbers and improve [l] in various cases 
of a semi-algebraically connected X. If X is an irreducible hypersurface and (f) 
its vanishing ideal, then by [S], 
C(c+,,, {X, R”\X})rlogzdeggraph(x,a,f,. . . ,~,,,~,f)\~ 
- log,deg X - log,(m + 1) , 
where c,,, counts additions, subtractions, multiplications and divisions. (A similar 
bound in terms of approximative complexity is also contained in [S].) If the 
hypersurface X is ‘generic’ over Q, then by [3], 
C(c+,,, {X, R”\X)) = cd”“;+ “)- 1) 
where c,,, counts additions, subtractions and comparisons. The method of Risler 
[13] and Grigoriev [5] applies also to decision complexity; one has for finite X C R 
[31 
Real algebraic geometry, in particular the notion of the real spectrum of a 
commutative ring introduced by M. Coste and M.-F. Roy, provides a well-suited 
and elegant framework for discussing complexity questions over the reals. Let 
X C R” be an irreducible algebraic subset. Our approach has local character. We 
bound C(c, {X, R”\X}) f rom below by the minimal possible length of certain 
distinguished paths; these will be indexed with the points a of the real spectrum of 
NY,,..., y,,]. We define for (Y E Spec,R[y,, . . . , y,] satisfying supp cr = I(X) a 
purely algebraic notion of a verification complexity of I(X) in (Y and show that this 
provides a lower bound for the length of the path distinguished by (Y. (This 
auxiliary notion makes certain proofs more transparent as decision trees do not 
appear any more.) We will show that if Xc R”+” is the zeroset of polynomials 
that are linear with respect to the variables y, , . . , y, and generate a prime ideal 
in R(x)[ y], then we have 
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C(c,, {X, P+,\X}) 2 dim, ” 2 Rg., -dim,<(*) 2 R(x)g., . 
]=I 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls some notions from real 
algebraic geometry. Sections 3 and 4 introduce terminology based on these 
notions and contain definitions from algebraic complexity theory. In Section 3 we 
give a definition of verification complexity of prime ideals (in a prime cone), and 
in Section 4 we show that this notion gives lower bounds on decision complexity. 
Section 5 contains a lower bound result for verification complexity of prime ideals 
of a linear type which is applied in Section 6 to the membership problems of the 
zerosets of the polynomials in (1) or (2). 
2. Some concepts from real algebraic geometry 
We will discuss complexity questions over the reals in the framework of real 
algebraic geometry. In this section we recall the definition and some of the basic 
properties of the real spectrum of a commutative ring as it will be applied later 
on. For a detailed presentation of this theory we refer the reader to the book by 
Bochnak, Coste and Roy [2]; see also [7, Chapter III]. 
Let A be a commutative ring. 
- The real spectrum Spec,A of A is the set of all pairs a := (p, 5) where 
p E Spec A is a real prime ideal and 5 is an ordering of the field K(p) : = Fr(Alp) 
which we also denote by su. One calls p the support of (Y and writes p = supp (Y. 
- If LY = (p, 5,) E Spec,A and f E A one writes f(a) instead of p,(f) where 
p,, : A + K(p) denotes the canonical morphism. Statements like ‘f(a) 2 0’ always 
refer to the ordering sa of K(P). 
- The canonical topology on Spec, A is the topology that has a basis of open sets 
{{cuESpec,A:VfEF f((~)>0}: FCAfinite}. 
Spec,A will always be considered as a topological space in this way. 
- The elements of Spec,A can also be considered as certain subsets of A: A 
prime coue P of A is a subset P C A satisfying the following conditions: 
P+PcP, PPcP, PU(-P)=A, 
Va,bEA (a@P, b@P j -abgP). 
The map cx = (p, ~,)*p,‘({a E K(P): 05, a}) defines a bijection from 
Spec,A onto the set of prime cones of A. (The inverse is given by p = P n (-P), 
0 sa p,(a) lp,](b)eub E P for all a,b E A, b@p.) We will go back and forth 
between these two interpretations of an element of Spec, A. 
- A morphism cp : A-t B of commutative rings induces a continuous map 
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Spec,cp : Spec,B --+ Spec, A , (Spec,cp)(f? = cp -‘(P> . 
So Spec, can be considered as a functor from commutative rings to topological 
spaces. 
- The map suppA : Spec,A + Spec A is continuous. For any morphism 
cp : A-+ B we have ~upp~oSpec,(~ = (Spec ~)osuppe which means that supp is a 
morphism Spec,+ Spec of functors. For a subset F C A 
Z(F):={aESpec,A:VfEF f(cx)=O} 
is called the zeroset of F. 
- An element of the Boolean subalgebra of 2spccril generated by the subsets 
{a ESpec,A: f‘(a)>O} (fe A) 
is called a constructible subset of Spec, A. 
We recall the behaviour of Spec, when passing to a location or to a quotient: 
- Let S C A be a multiplicative subset and is : A-+ S-IA the canonical 
morphism. Then Spec,i, is a homeomorphism of Spec,S-‘A onto the subset 
{c_uESpec,A:S~suppa=0} of Spec,A. 
- Let I C A be an ideal and rr : A+ A/Z the canonical projection. Then 
Spec,rr is a homeomorphism of Spec,AIf onto the closed subspace Z(Z) = 
{a ESpec,A: ZCsupp a}. 
Accordingly, we will sometimes tacitly consider Spec,S ‘A, Spec, A /I as sub- 
sets of Spec, A. 
Next we recall some facts about Spec, A when A is the coordinate ring of a real 
algebraic set. Let R be a real closed field, XC R” an algebraic subset and A(X) 
its coordinate ring. One can consider X as a subset of Spec, A(X) by identifying a 
point 5 E X with the prime cone 
P, := {fc A(X): f([)'O} . 
Spec,A(X) induces on X the strong (Euclidean) topology and the semi-algebraic 
subsets of X are exactly the traces in X of the constructible subsets M of 
Spec,A(X). From the Artin-Lang Theorem (resp. Tarski principle) follows the 
crucial fact that no information gets lost when we pass from a constructible subset 
MtoXnM. 
Theorem 1. The map 
@ : {constructible subsets of Spec,A(X)} 
+ {semialgebraic subsets of X} , 
MHXIIM 
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is an isomorphism of Boolean algebras. M is open (closed) if and only if X n M is 
open (closed). 0 
The inverse of the map @ is called operation tilde, one writes t = Q-‘(Y) for 
Y C X semi-algebraic [2, p. 1191. 
We will need the following proposition: 
Proposition 2. Let R be a real closed field, XC R” an irreducible algebraic subset 
and U a semi-algebraic, open subset of X. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) U is Zariski-dense in X, 
(2) 3a E Spec, A(X) supp Q = 0, cr E fi. 
(3) U n Reg(X) # 0. 
Proof. ( 1) + (3) is trivial. (2) $ (1) follows from Theorem 1. For the implication 
(3)+(2) see [2, Proposition 7.6.1, p. 1331. 0 
The next lemma will be used in Section 5. 
Lemma 3. Let K be a real field and A f 0 be a localisation of the polynomial ring 
K[y,, . , y,,,]. Then any nonempty open subset of Spec,A contains a prime cone 
with support 0. (This is equivalent to saying that Spec,Fr(A) is dense in Spec,A.) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that A = K[y,, . . , y,,,]. If K is 
real closed the statement follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Proposition 2. 
Let now K be an arbitrary real field. Assume W being an open subset of 
Spcc, K[Y I) . > Y,,,l and LY E W. The prime cone cy induces an ordering of K; let 
cp : K + R be the corresponding real closure. The morphism cp extends canonically 
to q:K[y,,... , ,v,,~]+ R[ y,, , y,,,]. We put W, := (Spec,cp)-‘( W) which is 
easily seen to be a nonempty open subset of Spec,R[ y,, . . , y,,,]. There is a 
/3, E W, satisfying supp /3, = 0, hence p := (Spec,cp)( p,) E W and supp p = 0. 0 
3. Verification complexity 
We briefly introduce some terminology following the presentations in [16,17] 
and [S]. Throughout the following k denotes a field and all k-algebras are 
assumed to be commutative. 
We put R” := kU{O, 1, t, -, *, I}. In every k-algebra A an element w E $2’ 
has an obvious interpretation as a partial mapping wq : A’“‘“’ 1 def w,+ A. 
(Especially A E k stands for the scalar multiplication with A; 0,l are constants.) 
An fl’-straight line program p = (p,, . . , p,) over n E N is a sequence of 
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instructions /I, 
2.53 
SI :=w,(s I,,, ~-~J,,..,,,,,,) 
sr : = 4,,., . . ’ s,,.‘,,(,, ) ,J 
where s_,,+,, . . . . s, are program variables, w, E Rl‘ and -rt <j,,,, < i for all i,a. 
An input for such a program j3 is a pair (A, x) where A is a k-algebra and x E A”. 
We may assign to the variables s, the values x,, +( (i = -n + 1, . . .O) and 
successively execute the instructions of p in the k-algebra A. lf.no division by a 
nonunit in A occurs, the program p is said to be executable on the input (A, x) 
and yields a result sequence (b_,,+ , , . . . , b,) E A”” which is given by the final 
values of the variables si. We say that a straight line program p computes a finite 
subset F C A on the input (A, x) if p is executable and F is contained in the set of 
results {b-,,+,, . , b,}. 
Remark 4. Let p be an f12”-straight line program over IZ. There is a (unique) 
universal input (A,, xs) for /3, i.e. an input (AB, x0) satisfying 
(1) p is executable on (AB, x6), 
(2) if p is executable on an input (A, x), then there is a unique k-algebra 
morphism cp : A B * A such that cp 0 xg = x. 
Moreover, A, is the localisation k[X,, , X,(1,, of the polynomial ring with 
respect to some element d and xg = (X, , . . . , X,,). 
The easy proof is left to the reader. 
Now let a function c : On/‘-+ N be given. (C(W) is to be interpreted as the cost 
for performing the operation w.) The c-length of the straight line program p (as 
above) is defined as C :=, c(q). 
Definition 5. Let A be a k-algebra, x E A”, F C A finite and c : 0“ + N a 
function. The complexity L,,, (c, x, F) to compute F from x with respect to c is 
defined as the minimum c-length of an [IL-straight line program that computes F 
on the input (A, x). (Since the field k will vary later, we write in this notation the 
k-algebra A in the form of its structural morphism.) 
Observe that L,_,4 (c, x, F) is finite if and only if every element of F can be 
written as a quotient of two elements of k[x,, . . ,x,!] C A. 
The proof of the following remark is immediate. 
Remark 6. Let C,D : A + B be a morphism of k-algebras, x E A” and c : 0 * N be 
a cost function. Then we have: 
(a) For every finite subset F C A 
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(b) Assume cp -‘(B:“) = A” and cp is surjective. Then there exists for every 
finite subset G C B a finite subset F C A such that q(F) = G and 
L,_,~(C~ CF o x7 G) = L,,,(c, x, F) 
Note that the condition cp -‘(B”) = A” is satisfied for local morphisms 
q : A- B of local rings. 
In [S] the notion of verification complexity of prime ideals has been introduced 
in order to prove lower bounds on the decision complexity of problems solved by 
equality-branching decision trees. For including also s-comparisons we will need 
a real and local analogue of this notion. 
Definition 7. Let A be a k-algebra, x E A”, c : R” + N and p E Spec A. 
(a) The verification complexity VC,_,(c, x, p) of p is defined as 
VC,-‘4 cc, x, P) 
:= min{ L,_?,(c, X, F): F C A finite, Z(F) = Z(p)) 
(Here Z(F):={qESpecA:VfEFf(q)=O}.) 
(b) Assume (Y E Spec, A with supp (Y = p. The real verification complexity 
vc ,,k_,4(c, x, a) of p in a is defined as 
VC,.,_,(c, x. a> 
:= min{ L,_,,,(c, x, F): F C A finite, Z(F) n W= Z(p) fl W for 
some neighbourhood W of (Y in Spec, A} . 
Remark 8. Slightly more generally one could define in (b) also 
vc ,.bA(C. x, P> a’) 
:=min{L,_,(c,x,F):FCAfinitc,Z(F)nW=Z(p)nWfor 
some neighbourhood W of cr’ in Spec, A} 
for CY’ having a gencralisation cy with support p. However, in our applications we 
will deal only with local rings (A, p) and then this definition and the one in (b) 
coincide. If additionally (A, p) is a discrete valuation ring, then these also 
coincide with the definition in (a) and the definition of a real ‘Zariski’ verification 
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complexity VC,.,,, (c, x, p) given in [8] which was sufficient in [8] to treat also 
s-branchings in this case. So for real discrete valuation rings A the map 
{a’ESpec,A:!la suppcu=p,a’>cu}-tNU{~}, 
(Y’++VCI.I_rl(C’ x, p, a’) 
is constant. In general it is upper semi-continuous. The following example 
(constructed from the Whitney umbrella and the twisted cubic) shows that it does 
not need to be continuous: if A = R[x,, x,, xi], p = (x, ~ xf, x, -x;‘) and x = 
(x,, x,, x,, g) where 
then 
(It would be interesting to know under which conditions the above map is 
continuous or constant.) 
The next lemma follows easily from Remark 6 and tells us about the behaviour 
of the verification complexities with respect to quotients. 
Lemma 9. Let cp : A -+ B be a surjective morphism of‘ k-algebras, x E A”. c : 
R”-+N. Then we have: 
(a) For any q E Spec B, /3 E Spec,B 
VC,_,(c, cp ox, 4) 5 VC,+,(c, x3 (Spec cp>( 4)) . 
vc r.h+H(c7 POX, PI ~VC,.,_,(c, x3 (Spew)(P)) 
(b) Zf additionally cp-‘(B”) = A”, then 
VCh-A( c. x, (WC cp)(q)) - L,_,(c, x, F) 5 VC,_,(c, cp OX, q) , 
vc r.h-A(c3 x  (Spew)(P)) - L,_,&, x3 F) ~VC,,h_,3(~, WC, p) 
for any F C A with Z(F) = Z( ker cp) in Spec A or Spec,A. respectively. 0 
4. Decision complexity and verification complexity 
We recall the definition of a decision tree and introduce some notation. Let k 
denote a field, RX = kU{O, 1, +, -, *, i}, P = {=} or P = { =, i-}. 
Let (V, <) be a binary tree, V= r/;,UV,LlV2 the partition of the set of its nodes 
into the set of leaves, simple and branching nodes. (a < b for a,b E V means that 
a is a predecessor of b.) Let n E N and s,, for u E V, U { 1, . . , n} denote program 
variables. An (O”, P)-decision tree T over n is a binary tree (V 
(instruction) function that assigns 
_ to every u E V, an operational instruction 
SC, := %(S,, ,,,, 1 . ‘S,,< .,), ,I- 
where wL, E 0” ?nc-ary, cl,,,, E (1,. . . , n} or u,,, E V,, ur,; < 
_ to every u E V, a test instruction 
&(S,,, ,) LJ 1 
<) together with a 
u (i = 1,. . ) m,), 
where p,, E P. II,,,, E { 1, , n} or u,.,, E V,, u ‘,., < u (i = 12). 
_ to every u E V,, a symbol 
(As we will deal only with membership problems two symbols are sufficient.) 
A path T in T is a path from the root to a node in the underlying binary tree 
(V. <), which we denote by V(r), together with the restriction of the instruction 
function of T to V(r). Restriction of the instruction function of T to V(m) Cl V, 
defines an R’straight line program over II which we will denote by p(7.r). If 
additionally a cost function c : R’L!P+ N is given, we will call 
the c-length of the path 7~. The c-cost of the tree T is the maximum c-length of a 
path rr in T from the root of a leaf. 
An i/zp~t for such a decision tree T is a pair (A, x) where A is a k-algebra 
(together with an interpretation of 5 if P = { =, 5)) and x E A”. We may assign 
to the variables s, the values X, and execute the instructions of T successively in A 
according to the partial order < as long as no division by a nonunit in A occurs. 
(If P,.(?,r,, 3 s,,,,,2 ) gets the value ‘true’ we agree to continue with the right son of u, 
otherwise with the left son.) In this way a unique path T,, ,rJ in T starting from the 
root is defined; should a division by a nonunit in A occur we agree that TCA,rj ends 
with the instruction prior to the first unexecutable one. We say that T is executable 
on the input (A, x) if T(,_,, ends with a leaf. 
Let k+ R be a field extension. By identifying a prime ideal 
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PESpecRb,,...ly,,l 
with 
(K(P)~(Y,(P),...,Y,,(P))) 
we may consider p as an input for (RX, { =})-d ecision trees T over n. Similarly 
any prime cone 
defines an input 
((K(P)> ~,)l(Y,("),...,Y,,((y))) 
for (O”, { =, s})-decision trees T over n. Via the identification of points 5 E R” 
with their maxima1 ideals (or with their prime cones 
(R, 5) being an ordered field) we get the usual interpretation of 5 as the input 
(R, 5). 
Let us assume now that P = { =, s}, T being an (fI’, P)-decision tree 7‘ over n 
and Il := V(Tu) for some cy E Spec,R[y,, . , y,,]. Let (k[y,, . . . . y,,]<,, y) be the 
universal input for the Ok-straight line program P(Ta) over II. Execution of 
p(T,) on this universal input yields a result sequence 
For u E n n V, we put j’:, := b,,(, (i = 1,2). Since /3(To) is executable on (Y we 
have d(a) Z 0. If max 11 is a leaf we set e : = 0. Otherwise let w be the ‘critical’ 
successor of max n distinguished by a; then w E V,, w,,. = i. In this case we set 
e := b,,M 2. Because of the maximality of I7 we have e(N) = 0. We now put for 
pEP={=,5} 
(V& := {u E v,: p, = p) 
and define partitions 
by setting 
I p.t,UC := {u E Il fl (V?),,: f:(a) p f:(a) is true in (~(supp N), s,,)} . 
~,~.fal\e := (n ” w6’Np.tlue 
It is an easy exercise to prove the following: 
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Remark 10. (a) For all p E Spec,R[y,, . . . , y,,] the statement Tp = T, is equiva- 
lent to 
d(P)fO? e(P)=O, 
tip E P vu E II n (VJp 
(u l L,.W2 G fb(P) P ft(P) istruein(K(supp P), I@)). 
(b) If R is real closed, then the set {p E Spec,R[y,, . . . , y,,]: Tp = Tn} is 
constructible (even locally closed) and equals { 5 E R”: T6 = TU} -. 
An analoguous statement obviously holds in the situation P = {=} (with R 
algebraically closed in part (b)). 
Let XC YC R” be subsets, P= {=} or P= {=,I} and R be an ordered field. 
We say that an (O”, P)-decision tree T over y1 decides membership in X relative 
to Y if every [ E X defines a path ending with a yes-leaf and every 5 E Y\X 
defines a path ending with a no-leaf. The decision complexity C(c, {X, Y\X}) of 
the partition {X, Y\X} with respect to a cost function c : flkU P+ N is defined as 
a minimum c-cost of a (O”, P)-decision tree T over y1 deciding membership in X 
relative to Y. 
The next proposition relates decision complexity, paths of certain prime cones 
and of points 5 E R”, and verification complexity as defined in Section 3. 
Proposition 11. Let k + R be a field extension, R real closed, X C Y C R” 
algebraic subsets and X irreducible. Let O,,. : = A( Y),(x) and (Y E Spec,Ox,, such 
that supp (Y = I(X). Then for every (O”, {=, s})-decision tree T over n deciding 
membership in X relative to Y, the following holds: 
(a) There is an open semi-algebraic subset U C X such that (Y E c and 
(b) Zf a cost function c : R’UP+ N satisfies c(-) 5 min{c(=), c(s)}, then 
L(c> T<,) 2 VC,.,+, x JcIlrk 3 Y’, a) 3 
where y’ = ( y: ), y: denoting the coordinate functions on Y. In particular, 
qc, {X, Y\X>) ~vc,,~_~,JcI~2~~ Y’, a) . 
Proof. We adopt the notation of Remark 10 and put g, : = f: -f: for u E II fl 
V,. Then 
Lk-R[y,,,&, Y, {g,: ’ E =” ‘2)) 
5 L&L, T<,) + 111 n V,lc(-) 
5 L(c, T<,) 
Moreover, by Remark 6, 
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L k_(~J&b Y’> {cp(g,): u E fl ” V2)) 
SL k+R,,],,(4h Y, {s,: ” En ” Vd) 3 
where cp : R[Y,, . . , Y,,IP %.y is the canonical morphism. We put 
I 
<,tl”C := {u E 15.true: o< g,(a)) 
and define a semi-algebraic open subset W of Y, by 
w : = (0 f g, : u E I= .(&.} 
n IO>&. u E ~s.la,\c) 
n co< gu: 7J E I<.,,“,> = y,, 
The set I!/ := W n X, is an open and semi-algebraic subset of X,. Every element 
of 
G:= I&: u E I=,,,,,> U{s,: u E ~5.tlUe\L.trUC~ U {e> 
vanishes on the prime cone (Y and therefore also on X,,. So we get 
UiWWZ(G). 
Furthermore, by Remark 10, we have 
WnZ(G)c{[EW: T,=T,}. 
From (Y E 6’ we conclude that (Y E fi, in particular ZJ is nonempty. So there is a 
5 E U such that Tt- = T,, the path T, therefore ends with a yes-leaf. Since T 
decides membership in X relative to Y we conclude 
(4 E W: T, = TC1} c U 
So we have equality 
W f’ Z(G) = U = W f-’ Z(supp a) , 
and by Theorem 1 
l@ n Z(G) = I@ n Z(supp a) in Spec,A(Y), 
By intersecting with the subspace Spec,ox,, C Spec, A( Y), we see that 
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which completes the proof. 0 
Remark 12. Note that in Proposition 11 the membership problem {X, Y\X} may 
be replaced by a membership problem {X, , Y,\X,}, where X, C X, Y, C Y are 
semi-algebraic subsets satisfying 
x, c Y, , a E x, ) ?, neighbourhood of (Y in Spec, A( Y) 
An analogue of Proposition 11 in the case P = { =} can be proved similarly. 
Proposition 13. Let k+ R be afield extension, R algebraically closed, XC Y C R” 
algebraic subsets, X irreducible and p = I(X) E Spec c!?~,~. Then for every 
(Ok, { =})-decision tree T over n deciding membership in X relative to Y the 
following holds: 
(a) There is a nonempty Zariski-open subset U C X such that 
V<EU T,= T,,. 
(b) Zf a cost function c : RkU{=}+N satisfies c(-) 5 c(=), then 
L(c, T,,) 2 VC~+,,(CIR’.~ Y', P) : 
where y’ = (y:), y: d enoting the coordinate functions of Y. In particular, 
ccc, {X3 Y\XH ~VC,+4,,,GIf,~~ Y', P) q 
Remark 14. An analogue of Remark 12 holds in the situation of Proposition 13. 
Proposition 11 shows that the real verification complexity of the vanishing ideal 
p of X in a prime cone (Y with supp cy = p is a lower bound on the c-length of any 
path defined by an element of X which is sufficiently close to a. By minimizing the 
real verification complexities over all such prime cones (Y we obtain a lower bound 
which holds for all elements of X outside a lower dimensional algebraic subset, as 
in Proposition 13: 
Corollary 15. Let k+ R be a field extension, R real closed, X C Y C R” algebraic 
subsets and X irreducible. Let S C X be a semi-algebraic subset of dimension 
dim X. Assume furthermore that a cost function c : R”U{ =, S} + N satisfying 
c(-) 5 min{c(=), c(5)} g’ 1s tven. Then for every (0 ‘, { = , S} ) -decision tree T over 
n deciding membership in X relative to Y there is a semi-algebraic subset Z C S 
such that dim Z < dim X and 
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Vt E S\Z UC, T,) 2 min(VC,,k_ex,,(cllLk, y’, a>: 
(Y E s”, supp cr = I(X)} ) 
where y’ = ( yi), yj denoting the coordinate functions on Y. 
Proof. The set 
is finite. By Remark 10 the set Z := { 5 E S: Tt- @sls} is semi-algebraic and 
Z= {PES: T&5}. F or every 5 E S\Z we have by Proposition 11 
L(c, T,) 2 min{VC,,h,,.,~,,(cl,~, Y’, a): Q! E i, supp a = I(X)) . 
From [2, Proposition 7.5.8, p. 1321 we get 
dim Z = sup{dim(R[y,, , y,,]/supp p): p E Z} 
which is strictly smaller than dim X. This proves the corollary. 0 
5. Linear prime ideals 
In this section we will prove a lower bound for verification complexity in a 
special situation generalizing a result by Winograd [18]. We will consider only the 
Ostrowski cost function c, : fink+ N which is defined by 
c*(w) = 
1 if w E {*, i} , 
0 otherwise . 
Before stating our main result we introduce some notation. 
5.1. Let k be a field and A, B k-algebras. An ideal of A gk B is said to be 
defined over B if it is the extension A gk I of some ideal I of B. For every ideal J 
of A Ok B there is a smallest ideal J, which contains J and is defined over B, since 
the intersection of ideals defined over B is again defined over B. Let (a,) denote a 
k-basis of A, (6) a system of generators of J C A Ok B and write 
Then J, is generated by the 1 @)k A,. 
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5.2. If cp : B+ B’ is a morphism of k-algebras and J an ideal of A Bx B, then 
(1 @k q)(J,)(A @k B’) = [(I @k q)(J)(A @k B’)],j’ . 
5.3. We call a prime ideal p of a polynomial ring K[ y, , . . . , y,,,] over a field K 
linear if it is generated by polynomials of degree one. To a linear prime ideal I_’ we 
associate the homogeneous linear prime ideal q which is generated by the 
homogeneous linear parts of the elements of p of degree one (the leading ideal of 
p). If k--, K is a field extension, then K[y,, . , y,,] = K @‘k k[y,, . . . , y,,,] and 
qx,v,,,,,,,,,,, is again a homogeneous linear prime ideal. Observe that if p is 
generated by 
,,I “,, 
c gl,Yj + gl 3 ’ . . 3 C gn,~, + g,, (g,,, gi E K) 3 
j=l ]=I 
then we can express the heights of p,q,qkll., in the following way: 
(3) 
ht p = ht q = rk[g,,] , ht qhlYl = dim, c kg., 
j=l 
5.4. Note furthermore that if p. is a linear prime ideal in k[y , , . , y,,,], then 
K C3’k p. is again linear prime and ht(K Bx p,,) = ht po. 
In the following we will show that ht qn,), - ht q is a lower bound on verifica- 
tion complexity for inputs of ‘product form’ <y := (5,) . . . , .$,,; y, , . . , y,,,) where 
the 5, E K may be arbitrary. 
Theorem 16. Let k-+ K be a field extension, p a linear prime ideal of 
A := K[y,, . . . , y,,,] and q the associated homogeneous linear prime ideal. Then: 
(a) minWC,,.,,(c,, 5y, PA,]): n EN, 5 E K”) 
2 ht qklYl - ht q (4) 
(b) If K is a real field and CY E Spec, A,, such that supp (Y = PA,,, then we have 
min{VC,.,,,,,(c,, 5y, a): n E N, 5 E K”) 
2 ht qk,), - ht q . (5) 
Remark 17. The left and right side in inequalities (4) and (5) are invariant under 
the group of K-algebra automorphisms of A having the form 
YjH 2 YIJYI + ‘1 ) 
,=I 
where y E Gl,,,(k), 6 E K”‘. 
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Proof of Theorem 16. We present a proof for part (b) only, statement (a) can be 
shown analogously. We proceed by induction on m = dim A. The start ‘m = 0’ is 
trivial. Let us suppose m > 0. 
Case 1: (c y=, ky, + K) fl p f 0. By Remark 17 we can assume without loss of 
generality that y, up. We put A’ := A/y,A = K[y,, . , y,,] := K[y’] and 
P ’ := 7~( p), where 7~ : A+ A’ is the canonical projection. Note that Al. = 
A,/y,A,]. Let (Y’ E Spec,Ab. be the prime cone such that a = (Spec,7r,)(a’), where 
7~~ : A,, + A,/y ,A,, is induced by 7~. Then we have by Lemma 9 for every 5 E K” 
VCr,k+,4p*, 5Y> a> =VC,,,4;,,(c*, 5Y'T a’) 
since m, is a local morphism of local rings. Let q’ be the homogeneous linear 
prime ideal in A’ associated to p’. Then 
4’ = 44) > (q’L,y’] = 4 %[y,) 
(by 5.2), hence 
ht q’ = ht q - 1, ht( q’)k,y,l = ht qklyl - 1 ’ 
The desired statement follows therefore from the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2: (~~=, ky, + K) fl p = 0. We first show that the structural map k-t A, 
factors over k(y,). Let cp : K[y,] 4 A -+ K(P) denote the composition. Because 
of the linearity of p the field K(P) is a rational function field over K and by our 
assumption cp(y,)gK. So cp( y,) is transcendental over K and cp is injective, i.e. 
K[Y,~~P =O. (6) 
In order to reduce m we now focus on the field extension k( y ,)+ K( y ,) and put 
A’:= K(Y,)[Y,, . 3 Y,,,] =: K(Y,)[Y’]. S’ mce A’ is the localisation of A with 
respect to the multiplicative set K[y,]\{O} we conclude from (6) that p’ := pA’ is 
a linear prime ideal in A’ and A;. = A,. By the induction hypothesis we get 
miWCr.kc,,,-A ,l,(ce> 5~'> ~1: n E Nt 5 E K(Y,)") 
2 ht d(?.,,,y,, - ht q’ > (7) 
where q’ is the homogeneous prime ideal associated with p’. Let r : A+ 
AIY,A = ~[y’] again denote the canonical projection. Then q’ = r( q)A’ and by 5.2 
we have 
q:(.,+, = (~(q)A’)“(v,J,Y’l = +&,.“,,A’ = +?&A’ . 
It is easy to see that ht m(q) = ht q and ht n( qk,,.,) 2 ht qklvl - 1. From this, (8), 
and 5.4 we conclude 
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ht q;i(Y,j,‘..l - ht q’ 2 ht q,+] - ht q - 1 . (9) 
We are now going to show that-after a transformation according to Remark 17- 
t : = min{VC,,,,, ,,(c*, 5Y, a): n EN> 5 E K,,> 
is strictly larger than the left-hand side of (7), provided that t > 0. Then (7) and 
(9) imply the desired inequality in this case. The case ‘f = 0’ is treated separately. 
Assume 
t = vc,,,_, ,$c* 3 rlY3 a> = Lk+A,,k* 77Y> F) 
for some q E K” and a suitable finite subset F C A,, such that 
Z(F)nw=z(pA,,)nw 
holds for some neighbourhood I+’ of cy in Spec, A,,. 
Case 2.1: t>O. Let p =(p ,,... , p,) be a c,-optimal ok-straight line program 
over iV + m that computes F from ny and b_N_,,l+, , . . . , b, be the corresponding 
result sequence. By our assumption t > 0 we have 
{i: b,@T ky, + K} #fl; 
,=I 
let I denote the minimum of this set. The instruction p, must be of the form 
s, := s, *s / I2 or s, : = s,,& 3 
where s -N-,,l+l,“‘, S, are the program variables and I, ,12 < 1. The results b,,b,* 
lie in c y=, ky, + K but not both of them lie in K. We only discuss the case where 
the division occurs and b,? jZ K, the other three cases can be settled analogously. 
By Remark 17 we may assume without loss of generality that b,, = y,. If we 
replace the Ith instruction /3, of /3 by the scalar multiplication instruction 
s, : = y,‘s ‘I 
we get an Ok(‘E’ -straight line program p’ over N + m having the same result 
sequence as p on input (A,,, qy); A,, considered as k( y,)- or k-algebra, respec- 
tively. Therefore 
t> Lk(y,)-A;,,(C,> (rlY,)Y’> F) 
rvc r.ko.,)-A;,, cc*, (W,>Y’> a) 
~min(VC,k(,.,,,A~,,(c,, tY’,a):.EN, EEK(y,)“). , 
so t is strictly larger than the left-hand side of (7). 
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Case 2.2: t = 0. Since we still assume that (c YE, kyj + K) fl p = 0 the condition 
t = 0 implies F = (0). So any element of pA, vanishes on W which we may 
assume to be open. But by Lemma 3 the subset W of Spec,A, contains a prime 
cone with support 0. Therefore, p = 0, q = qk,Fl = 0 and the desired inequality is 
true. 0 
Remark 18. Let F= {f,,. . . ,f,,} d enote the set of functions in (3) and consider 
the linear prime idea1 p : = (2, - f,, . , z,, - f,) of B : = K[y, z]. Then, by the 
canonical imbedding K(y) G+ B,], we have for all 5 E KN 
L ~_K(Jc*, SY, P) 2 vc,-.,,(c*7 8rz), PB,) 
So Winograd’s lower bound [18] follows from Theorem 16. 
6. Applications 
We illustrate the results of Sections 4 and 5 by determining the decision 
complexity of two basic problems. Let R be an algebraically or real closed field. 
Corollary 19. Let p, E Spec R[x,, . . . , x,, y,, . . , y,,] be the contraction of a 
linear prime ideal p E Spec R(x, , . . . , x,)[ y, , . , y,,] and q be the homogeneous 
linear prime ideal associated with p. Let T be an (OR, P)-decision tree over s + m 
deciding membership in X : = Z( p,) C R’+” relative to R’+“‘. Then in both cases 
P = { =}, R algebraically closed, respectively P = { =, s}, R real closed, there is an 
algebraic subset Z C X with dim Z < dim X and such that 
v5 E X\Z L(c,, T<) z- ht qRly, - ht q . 
The same holds also if T decides membership in the zeroset of polynomials 
f ,,“‘, f,, E R]x, ~1 with (f,) . ) f,)R(xN~l = P. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 13, Corollary 15, Theorem 16 
and the observation 
0 X.R’+n, = R[x, YI,>, = RMYI, . 
For the second statement let X’ := Z(f,, . . . , f, ). Then X is an irreducible 
component of X’. Use a denominator d E R[x, y] satisfying XA = X,, consider 
the restricted partition {X,, Rz,+“‘\X,} and apply Remarks 12 and 14, 
respectively. 0 
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Corollary 20. (a) Let X : = .Z( f, , . . . , f,, ) C R’lcd+‘)+‘, where 
.t:= i Y,,X’ (i = 1,. . ) n) 
,=o 
Then C(c,, {X, Rncd+‘)+‘\X}) = dn . 
(b) Let X:= Z(g,, . . . , g,) C Rn(d+‘)+d, where 
rl 
g,:= c y,,x, +y;c, (i= 1,. ..,n). 
/=I 
Then C(c,, {X, Rfl(r’+‘)+d\X}) = dn. 
(c) Let X : = Z(h, , . . . , h,,) C Rrrd+d, where 
hi := i y,,x, (i=l,...,n). 
I=1 
Then 
n(d - 1) 5 C(c,, {X, R”“+“\X}) 5 nd - max(0, y1 - d + l} . 
Proof. (a) and (b) The upper bounds are obvious. The lower bounds follow from 
Corollary 19. Note that the algebraic sets X are graphs of polynomial maps 
R”-+ R” (M suitable) and therefore irreducible. 
(c) As to the upper bound, if (5, <) E Rlrxd x R” is given (n 2 d), check first 
whether the vector .$ is nonzero and divide 5 by a nonzero coordinate 5, if so. The 
lower bound follows from the second statement of Corollary 19. 0 
Remark 21. We believe that the upper bound given in Corollary 20(c) is optimal. 
The discrepancy between upper and lower bound is related to the fact that in 
Theorem 16 computational steps with K = R(x) are ignored (compare the above 
computation). 
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